
CUT TO:  INT. CHEMISTRY LAB - DAY

EST. SHOT: High School

Millie quickly walks into the room from the hallway and
immediately sits down. Brendon is already working on prepping
their station and notices her walk in.

BRENDON
Millie!

MILLIE
Hey.

Millie walks away from the shelves over to their station and
gives Brendon a smile.

MILLIE
Ready?

BRENDON
Let's get our science on.

Millie barely smiles at his joke and puts her goggles on.
Brendon watches her and follows suit. Millie looks down at
their lab procedure and starts reading.

MILLIE
Did we do this right?

BRENDON
Uhm...not sure. But it just asks what

we observe so...no wrong answer!

Brendon writes his answer and peers over to Millie.

BRENDON
So...how are you doing?

MILLIE
Uhm...I'm good, why?

BRENDON
Just...you know. After yesterday.

Millie frowns and looks up at him.
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MILLIE
How do you know about that?

BRENDON
It's all anybody can talk about! It

sounds pretty badass!

MILLIE
I wouldn't say that.

BRENDON
Oh, no, dude, it definitely was! I

heard you took her down!

Millie swallows and raises her eyebrows and nods
sarcastically, getting a little annoyed.

BRENDON (CONT)
Emily went out and told everyone!
You've got a reputation now, Blake.

MILLIE
I don't want people talking about it.
And I didn't kick her ass. I was just

defending myself.

BRENDON
You don't have to be so modest.

MILLIE
I'm not trying to be modest, Brendon.
I could have lost my chances with the
scouts because of her. What happened
yesterday wasn't a proud moment for

me.

Millie begins to pack up her belongings while Brendon watches
her in silence, unsure of what to say. He packs up his things
to and they walk out of the room together.


